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Introduction to MoA studies
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• Mechanism of action (MoA) studies are used to determine the biochemical
reactions through which a lead compound (drug) exerts its effects.

• MoA studies are typically either done through phenotypic screening or target-
based screening.

• In both methods of drug discovery, the MoA identifies undesirable off-targets
which enables the modification of a lead compound to potentially reduce off-
target binding and associated toxicity, instead of outright rejection of the
compound/drug that adds to high attrition rates and loss of return-on-
investment in drug discovery.



Challenges with current MoA studies
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1. For phenotypic screening:
• After a drug’s desired effect on a disease phenotype is established, a major

bottleneck arises to determine its MoA - needed to decide the necessary
potency and potential off-target effects that could contribute to toxicity.
• The challenge is to prioritise the right experiments to quickly determine a

drug’s MoA and reduce the number of experimental iterations.

2. For target-based screening:
• A drug seldom binds solely to only its determined target, necessitating the

study of its off-target effects (beneficial and detrimental) to understand its
potency and efficacy - which may not be taken into account, leading to
potential failure.
• Further, the biggest reason why target-based drugs fail is due to the lack of

clear preclinical evidence that the target is directly affecting the disease.
• The challenge is confirming the intended target and understanding and

minimising the off-target effects of the drug.



The language of classical statistics and statistical learning does not 
allow one to express causality.  ML/AI etc are number crunching 

methods that discover associations only.

Causal inference is a formal hypothesis-driven method that uncovers 
and quantifies causal effects within data, including observational data.
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How is it implemented? 

Through a network diagram showing which 

entities in a system affect others, based on 

current knowledge.

Why do we need it? 

It leads to:

I. the uncovering of (and evidence 

behind) causes that explain the 

observed behaviour, and 

II. identification of parts of the system that 

can be modified to change outcomes.

What does it do? 

Using established Bayesian statistical 

methods, the diagram is analysed to gain an 

understanding of cause-and-effect 

relationships appearing in measurements of 

and interventions in the system.



How causal analysis can add value to MoA studies
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• Through causal analysis, the direction and strength of each protein’s contribution
to the disease phenotype due to the drug can be determined.

• This is done by leveraging any existing Omics or affinity-based data and enables the
prioritisation of proteins that are critical for understanding the drug’s MoA and
determining which protein changes are spurious.

• For phenotypic screening, this means that the right proteins are indicated by causal
analysis to aid in the construction of a MoA.

• For target-based screening, this can add confirmatory evidence that the intended
target pathways have the largest effect on the desired outcome or identify off-
target pathways that have an undesirably large effect on the outcome.



Examples demonstrating the value of ALaSCA
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Using phenotypic screening:

The efficacy and MoA of GA101, a monoclonal 
antibody developed to induce cell death in 

lymphoma RL cells, was studied. Differential 
expression of genes were determined after 
administration of GA101 in both in vitro RL 

cells and in vivo severe combined 
immunodeficient (SCID) mice with injected RL 

cells. 

Causal analysis can confirm which of the 
differentially expressed genes are most likely 
involved in the MoA which contributes to the 
reduction in tumorigenesis and which genes 

are “false targets”.

Drug (GA101)
RL cells 
(in vitro/
in vivo)

Reduction in 
tumorigenesis

Differentially 
expressed 

genes

Causative 
genes/

proteins 
(MoA)

Causal analysis

Hypothesis of how the drug reduces tumorigenesis

Differentially expressed gene data is used to determine 
the genes that have a large causal effect on the observed 
reduction in tumorigenesis.



Examples demonstrating the value of ALaSCA
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Using target-based screening:

In a study to determine the MoA of a CDK9 
inhibitor, a thermal-shift assay combined with 

mass spectrometry protein analysis was 
performed to generate change in protein 
abundances between in vitro treated and 
control cells [U-2 OS (sarcoma) cell line]. 

Causal analysis can also determine which off-
target proteins are directly affected by the 
compound, as well as which are indirectly 

affected and how big of an effect each has on 
tumorigenesis compared to the intended 

target.

Drug 
(CDK9 

inhibitor)

In vitro
U-2 OS 

(sarcoma) 
cells

Tumorigenesis
Protein 

abundances

Direct and 
indirect off-

target 
proteins

Causal analysis

Hypothesis of how the drug affects tumorigenesis

Protein abundances are used to determine the effects of 
direct and indirect off-target proteins on tumorigenesis



About us

o Mission: to discover new in silico evidence leading to 
prioritised and actionable targets in neurodegenerative 
diseases

o Team: Computational and biology experts in Cape Town 
(SA), CEO in London, advisors worldwide

o Findings: Non-confidential findings available on bioRxiv
(https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.06.24.497511v1)

o Collaborations: Active research programme with 
Stellenbosch University (SA)
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https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.06.24.497511v1


Partnering with us 

o incubate.bio is addressing complex biological questions with our new ALaSCA platform to 
accelerate Alzheimer’s disease target discovery

o In addition, life sciences companies are approaching us to discuss how ALaSCA can be used to 
help answer their causal questions

o Please reach out to learn more about ALaSCA

o Learn more: http://incubate.bio/causalanalysis
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Knowing “what causes what” makes a big difference in 
how we act.

- Judea Pearl, 1996
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